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MAIN CROSS
RATES

Yield % 
(20/10)

Yield % 
(13/10)

Abu Dhabi 2027 2.38  2.34 

KSA 2029 2.94  2.94 

Dubai 2029 3.17  3.16 

Qatar 2029 2.56  2.59 

US 10Y  1.75  1.73 

German 10Y  -0.38  -0.44 

Equities Last
 Price

Weekly 
Chg

YTD 
Chg

MSCI World 2,195 0.7% 16.5%

MSCI BRIC 308 0.9% 8.7%

MSCI EM 1,024 1.2% 6.0%

USA - S&P 500 2,986 0.5% 19.1%

UK- FTSE 100 7,151 -1.3% 6.3%

France - CAC40 5,636 -0.5% 19.1%

Germany - DAX 12,634 1.0% 19.6%

Japan - Nikkei 225 22,493 3.2% 12.4%

Dubai 2,780 -1.1% 9.9%

Abu Dhabi 5,093 0.4% 3.6%

Saudi 7,636 -0.8% -2.4%

Oman 4,005 -0.2% -7.4%

Kuwait 4,726 0.2% -0.3%

Egypt 14,206 -0.7% 9.0%

Qatar 10,428 2.0% 1.3%

Commodities   

Gold ($/oz) 1,490 0.1% 16.2%

Silver ($/oz) 18 0.1% 13.3%

Platinum ($/oz) 890 -0.5% 11.9%

Oil – Brent ($/bbl) 59 -1.8% 10.4%
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•   Positive Q3 earnings start marred by mixed US data. While EPS 
for the S&P500 is expected to fall by 5.0% YoY in Q3 as per Factset, 
investors welcomed some upside surprises in the earnings reports. Major 
companies including the UnitedHealth Group, Johnson & Johnson, 
JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and Netflix surpassed low investor 
expectations. Meanwhile, a lower than expected reading of US Industrial 
Production (IP) and retail sales data for September dampened sentiment 
and raised the odds of a 25bps Fed rate cut in October to almost 90%.

• Johnson forced to seek Brexit extension. After losing a parliamentary 
vote on his Brexit deal on Saturday, the UK’s PM Johnson formally asked 
the EU to delay Brexit until January 31. While he plans to make another 
attempt next week to get the UK’s Parliament to sign off on his deal, the 
narrow margin of defeat suggests that Johnson might still have a chance 
of getting the deal approved. In either case, the odds of a no-deal Brexit 
have reduced, as reflected in the GBP, which has gained 5.3% against the 
USD in the last two weeks.  

• Japan’s inflation falls to a multi-year low. The BoJ came under pressure 
to ease its already ultra-dovish monetary policy further at its October 
30 policy meeting after data showed Japan’s core CPI fell to its lowest 
level since April 2017. While exports continue to fall owing to the global 
economic slowdown, domestic consumption could also be affected due 
to the impact of the October 1 consumption tax increase. The strength 
of the safe-haven JPY, which has gained 1.1% against the USD so far this 
year, hasn’t helped authorities to meet their inflation goal.

• Chinese equities retreat on weak GDP print. Amid increasing evidence 
of downward pressures on the Chinese economy, the country’s Q3 GDP 
growth missed forecasts. The 6.0% GDP growth figure, a 30-year low, 
underscored the increasing toll of the trade war with the US. While the 
authorities have infused targeted stimulus from time to time, expectations 
for more stimulus have risen. On the week, the Shanghai Composite lost 
1.2%, but is up 17.8% year-to-date on ongoing liquidity easing measures. 

• US-Turkey tensions rise. Turkish assets came under pressure after Trump 
warned Turkey against its incursion into northern Syria. While the initial 
list of sanctions were less severe than expected, bipartisan opposition 
in the US to Turkey’s actions bode ill for the Turkish economy and could 
invite more severe sanctions. The BIST-100 sold off at the start of the 
week as tensions rose but recovered to end last week lower by just 0.6%.

Positive Q3 earnings start marred 
by mixed US data

• Eurozone PPI will be released on Monday while US home sales will be 
announced on Tuesday. US jobless claims, Eurozone unemployment and 
manufacturing data will be released on Thursday. The US will report its 
consumer sentiment indicator on Friday.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

EIBank is an independent private bank based in Dubai. It offers a wide-range of investment and banking services to an 
exclusive, but diverse, client base of high-net-worth individuals from across the region and around the world.

Emirates Investment Bank seeks to build long-term partnerships based on a foundation of trust, stability and integrity, 
which allows it to appreciate the unique circumstances and objectives of each of its clients. This personalised approach 
guides EIBank when providing its clients with bespoke banking solutions in connection with their wealth, business, and 
every day affairs.

This report is for our clients only. It is not an offer or a solicitation to offer, buy or sell any security or instrument or to 
participate in any particular trading strategy.  This report is based on current public information that we consider reliable, 
but it should not be considered accurate or complete.

This report is not intended to provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the 
individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. We recommend that investors independently 
evaluate particular investments and strategies and we encourage investors to always seek professional advice. The 
securities, instruments or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and certain investors 
may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them.

The value of and income from investments may vary because of a variety of factors. Past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. 
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value, price of and income derived from certain 
investments. Certain transactions give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.

We and our affiliates may transact the securities or derivatives referred to in this research. We may also make investment 
decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.

Emirates Investment Bank pjsc is regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates.
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